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Fwd: Update to Refund Families

Jennifer Campbell <jennyfurcampbell@gmail.com>
Tue 2/16/2021 11:44 AM
To:  Williams, Monica <Monica.Williams@abc15.com>

[EXTERNAL SENDER]
Here's the latest we've heard from them.  

---------- Forwarded message --------- 
From: Cox Family Doodles <coxfamilydoodles@gmail.com> 
Date: Wed, Jan 20, 2021, 8:01 PM 
Subject: Update to Refund Families 
To: <jennyfurcampbell@gmail.com> 

Please read…

An update to  
refund families
Hello everyone,

I apologize for the wait in getting back to some of you. I have been
responding to as many people as I can, when I can. As some of you know, I
have been in and out of the hospital with pregnancy complications for HG
‘severe morning sickness’ and also Covid. My entire family has had Covid. I
have been struggling with my health. I have been struggling to care for my
litters of puppies and my own family.  

More people than I ever anticipated requested their deposit back.

I have not shared with everyone all the things that have been going on. I had
a friend group of 3 of my guardian homes turn on me and I had to fight with
my attorney and the police to get back my own dogs they tried to steal. I am
still fighting for one of my mamas and it will need to go to court now. On top of
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that, my husband’s nasty ex has joined forces with these former guardian
homes of mine and they have been very loud voices slandering me, bullying
me, and posting lies about me everywhere. The lengths that they have gone
to ruin my reputation are astounding and the fallout from this has been
immense. As a result of that, I have had so many false bad reviews and
continued fall out. For every bad review, it makes it harder and harder for me
to refund all of you families waiting.

On that same note, these people are messaging and emailing my followers
on instagram and families on my waitlist. Many of these messages contain
the lie that I have been kicked off of GoodDog and that I do not health test my
dogs. That is absolutely not true. They have been falsely reporting me over
and over, along with calling the police on me to do welfare checks on my
dogs. GoodDog has continually placed my account on “hold” while they
investigate every false report against me. I will be leaving their platform as
soon as they clear my name. I have given them police reports clearing me,
pictures, videos, multiple statements from my vet, phone calls to my vet,
statement from my groomer, and now they are waiting for a “kennel
inspection” by the county, which I filed for over 2 months ago.

Along with all of that, I have been viciously and falsely reported to CPS by
these former guardian homes and my husband’s ex. There was a whole
investigation with me and my children that was proven false. Nonetheless it
was horrifying and traumatic to deal with.  

Everyone will be refunded in full, in turn.

I am including a list of all the families that have requested a refund of their
deposit to be completely transparent. Please do not share this list with
anyone else for the privacy of all involved. These names are in order of
deposits requested back. As stated in your deposit form, refunds are
refunded by other deposits coming in and typically within 60 days. Because I
have not had hardly any deposits come in, I’m refunding out of pocket. I
understand the frustration with some of you past that timeframe already but I
am doing my best. Slammed with false reviews and bad press for months has
made deposits coming in nearly non-existent. I am refunding families in turn
as I can. 2020 was an absolutely horrible year. I very much appreciate
everyone’s patience.
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Also, if anyone knows a “Justin Brechler” on instagram, he is messaging all of
my followers. Not sure what exactly he is saying but something to the effect
of “he wants his deposit back and he can’t get a hold of me”. I don’t know
who he is, He’s NOT on my waitlist and I have never had any communication
with him.  

My Venmo was shutdown.

If anyone has sent in their deposit via Venmo, please send me an alternate
method to send refund. My Venmo was reported by someone for “animal
sales” and because multiple people had put in the subject line “deposit for
puppy” my Venmo was banned. Please provide an alternate way to refund
you, if you haven’t sent it to me already.

Lastly…

I am not a scam. I am an honest person who refunds everyone who asks. I
am so hurt by the horrible things said against me. I have not looked at my
reviews in over a month and my attorney is handling it all. I can’t bear to read
some of them anymore. And on the other hand, my families who have been
to my home and met me and my puppies have left glowing reviews on their
own accord. I have support from the people who know me and my standards
of care.

I am not Amazon.com. We are a real family who in the best of times are very
very busy. In the worst of times, (the last few months), I have not been able to
provide “customer service” because of the struggle with my health and the
sheer number of messages and emails I get per day.

Thank you all for your patience and I’m very sorry that I have caused any
frustration or anger in any of you. I am also sorry to share so much personal
info with you but I feel it is necessary so families can understand what has
been happening. I will send out periodic emails updates with an updated
refund list so you can watch your name climb the list.

Thank you.

Elise

_______
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1. Diane Nettles
2. Brooke Samuelian
3. Davia Norton
4. Chelsea Seguna
5. Garrett Stephenson
6. Karen Flatt
7. Matt Collins
8. Elysia Porter
9. Pam Colquitt

10. Ashley Knipp
11. Lisa Day
12. Randi Grant
13. Jennifer Campbell
14. Matthew Paradowski
15. Ainsley Mackinnon
16. Melissa Shearer
17. Helen Lathrop
18. Chelsea Herman
19. Kari Stafford
20. Meagan Eckels
21. Sarah Stanko
22. Samantha Vrcic
23. Chantelle Hamill
24. Randi Grant
25. Sue Haynes
26. Loryn Purvis
27. Jack Holme
28. Violeta Pivac
29. Kerri White
30. Todd Swendell
31. Natalie Crammer
32. Linde Leibfried
33. Katherine Armendariz
34. Caley Boeser
35. Caroline Havekost
36. Ayano Sasaki
37. Rachel Konopacz
38. Samantha Demoro
39. Robert Hargrave
40. Stella Power
41. Heather Pisano
42. Larry Wong
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43. Amy Blasy
44. Stacey Huftalin
45. Ashley Miller
46. Jen Iacovo
47. Karri Hook
48. Angie Hernandez
49. Maggie Over
50. Stuart Cohen
51. Ryan Wilson
52. Audra Zachman
53. Jessica Barnes
54. Heather Keck
55. Jim Albany
56. Zack Heene
57. Kelsey Frawley
58. Kristina McCarty
59. Darla Kitchen
60. Grace Haptonstall
61. Holly Peterson
62. Kemal De Freitas

Cox Family Doodles, LLC 
PO Box 229 
Mesa 
United States
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